ALCE 100th Anniversary Gala Program

Welcome from ALCE Department Head
Rick Rudd

Greetings from CALS
Dean Alan Grant

Introduction of the Gala Planning Committee
Donna Westfall-Rudd

Introduction of the Voices of ALCE Book
Karen Vines

Dinner

Founding of FFA on the Virginia Tech Campus
Claire Seibel
Virginia State FFA Officer

Reflection on Agricultural Education at Virginia Tech Panel
Rick Rudd

Graduate Student Perspectives
Asha Shayo and Lane Woodward

Undergraduate Student Perspectives
Erin Small and Kate Stevens

The Future of ALCE
Rick Rudd
Kim Niewolny
Eric Kaufman
Donna Westfall-Rudd

ALCE Video Premier
Tiffany Drape

Department Message
Rick Rudd
Chronology of Major Departmental Highlights

1917  After passage of the Smith-Hughes Act, Federal funding for agricultural teacher training was accepted by Virginia Polytechnic Institute while the University of Virginia and William and Mary were rejected for that purpose.

1918  Dabney Lancaster appointed as first professor and head of Agricultural Education and Animal Science

1925  Walter Newman, Edmund Magill, Harry Sanders, and Henry Groseclose proposed the idea of the Future Farmers of Virginia

1934  Department of Agricultural Education name changed to Department of Vocational Education

1971  College of Education formed with Agricultural Education Program Area created within the Division of Vocational-Technical Education

1980  Sanders Scholarship started as the first scholarship for Agricultural Education

1982  FFA Historical Room established

1991  Agricultural Education established as a program within the College of Agriculture and Life Sciences

2000  Governor’s School for Agriculture established

2001  Merger of Extension Program and Development Unit with Agricultural Education Program created Department of Agricultural and Extension Education

2006  Bachelor’s of Agricultural Science degree established

2007  Leadership master’s and Ph. D. degrees established

              Resident Leadership College added to Department

2011  VALOR program established

2014  Departmental name changed to Agricultural, Leadership, and Community Education
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